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First-Order Liquid-Liquid Phase Transition in Cerium
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We report the first experimental observation of a liquid-liquid phase transition in the monatomic liquid
metal cerium, by means of in situ high-pressure high-temperature x-ray diffraction experiments. At
13 GPa, upon increasing temperature from 1550 to 1900 K high-density liquid transforms to a low-density
liquid, with a density difference of 14%. Theoretic models based on ab initio calculations are built to
investigate the observed phase behavior of the liquids at various pressures. The results suggest that the
transition primarily originates from the delocalization of f electrons and is deemed to be of the first order
that terminates at a critical point.
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The liquid counterpart to crystalline polymorphism is of
great importance to the understanding of the liquid state
and the formation of matter but has not been well studied
[1–4]. Theoretical models as well as computer simulations
have predicted the existence of liquid-liquid phase transitions (LLPT) in several systems [5–10]. Liquid polyamorphism has been suggested to exist in liquids involving
directional bonding [11], typical examples being water
[4,6,7], silicon [9,10], fused quartz [12] and molecular
liquids [13–16]; nonetheless, there exist few unambiguous
laboratory demonstrations of LLPT thus far [17].
Experimental observation of LLPT, manifested by large
density changes of different liquid forms with the same
chemical makeup, necessitates studies across a wide
temperature-pressure phase space (e.g., high temperatures
and high pressures). In addition to the thermodynamic
obstacles, experimental observation of LLPT involves several complications [18]. For example, the LLPT in water
may lie in an experimentally inaccessible region of the
phase diagram, preventing a direct observation of the
transition in the stable liquid [19]. There is also difficulty
involved in the structural demarcation of different liquid
forms because of the lack of lattice periodicity in liquid
states. As such, successful experimental investigations of
LLPT are exceedingly rare. Herein, relying on hightemperature high-pressure x-ray diffraction techniques,
we report our discovery of liquid polyamorphism in a
monatomic metallic system—cerium (Ce).
Ce exhibits the first recorded isomorphic transition from
cF4 (fcc, ) to the cF4 (fcc, ) phase with a large volume
collapse of up to 17% [20–24]. This phase boundary terminates at a critical point, where the volume collapse
diminishes. The cause for this unusual transition is the
0031-9007=13=110(12)=125503(5)

dual valency states of Ce of which f electrons participate
in bonding under applied pressures [20,22]. In conjunction
with the peculiar V-shaped melting curve in the T-P phase
diagram [23] the possibility of a hidden LLPT in Ce is
suggested.
In this work, the melting process and liquid behavior of
Ce at various pressures are studied by x-ray diffraction
(XRD) at the High-Pressure Collaborative Access Team
(HPCAT), 16-IDB, at the Advanced Photon Source. In situ
high-intensity XRD was employed to monitor the
structural evolution of Ce under high pressures and high
temperatures. The diamond-anvil-cell technique was used
to generate pressure in the range of 0  30 GPa, and a
double-sided in situ laser heating system allows access
to a temperature range up to several thousand Kelvin
under high pressures. X-ray scattering data were collected
and recorded on a MAR345 image plate detector. At low
pressures (1.9 GPa), the experiments were performed
using argon as the pressure media and thermal insulation
and the ruby florescence method was used for pressure
calibration. At high pressures (13, 22 GPa) MgO was used
as insulating layers between sample and diamond anvils,
and the equation of state of MgO was used for pressure
calibration. The melting process was identified by the
appearance of diffusive halolike diffraction patterns and
the disappearance of sample diffraction lines. After integration of the 2D imaging plate, the raw 1D signals (as a
function of momentum transfer) were processed and
converted into structure factors using inhouse software.
The structure factors of Ce melt were extracted from
the diffraction patterns by separating the remaining crystalline peaks of the pressure media and a small amount of
Ce oxides.
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The ab initio calculations [25] are based on the
generalized gradient approximation with the PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof [26] parametrization for the exchangecorrelation functional to density-functional theory. We
adopted the projected augmented wave approach [27] as
implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package
(VASP) [25]. A first-principles database was established by
performing extensive ab initio calculations that span over
a large phase space of Ce, and the database augmented
with experimental data was used to extract many-body
embedded-atom-method (EAM) [28] interatomic potentials
for Ce by employing the force-matching method [29].
The accuracy and performance of the EAM potentials can
be found in the Supplemental Material [30]. The free energies of the liquids were obtained with the thermodynamic
integration method (see Supplemental Material [30]).
At room temperature, the detected polymorphic transitions of Ce [30] are found to be consistent with the phase
diagram, with a general trend showing the phase evolution
of ( !  ! 00 ! ) [24] with increasing pressures.
XRD patterns of the melting sequence at each pressure
are recorded, confirming the pressure range in which our
experiments were conducted.
The XRD patterns of Ce melt at 1.9, 13, and 22 GPa are
shown in Fig. 1. At these three pressures, the behavior of
XRD evolution with increasing temperature shows different characteristics. At 1.9 GPa, no obvious shift of the main
diffraction peak was found (except for a small peak shift
resulting from thermal expansion), suggesting that the
structure of the liquid phase is rather stable at this pressure.
At 13 GPa a shoulder emerges and grows from the low-q
side of the main diffraction peak at the cost of the old peak
with increasing temperature until a new diffraction peak
 1 at 1900 K; see
takes form, whose position [q ¼ 2:46 A
Fig. 1(c)] differs significantly from that of the melt at low
 1 at 1500 K). This drastic peak
temperatures (q ¼ 2:34 A
shift suggests a large atomic density difference in the melt.
An estimate based on the ratio of the peak positions for the
two liquid phases indicates a volume collapse of 14%.
These results show that a high-density liquid (HDL) to
low-density liquid (LDL) transition occurred in Ce. At
22 GPa the main diffraction peak undergoes a gradual
 1 at 1430 K to q ¼
and continuous shift from q ¼ 2:52 A
1
 at 1600 K. Upon quenching to room temperature,
2:46 A
the melt transforms back to the crystalline phases at corresponding experimental pressures. More details of the
peak position shift as a function of temperature at the three
pressures can be found in the Supplemental Material [30].
Reference structures corresponding to the different pure
valence states of Ce are introduced which allow a computational study of the experimentally observed HDL and LDL
phases. These were obtained through classical molecular
dynamics employing newly developed high-fidelity EAM
potentials designed to model trivalent Cef0 and tetravalent
Cef1 metals. By juxtaposing the structure factors of Cef0
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FIG. 1 (color online). X-ray diffraction patterns for cerium at a
range of pressures and temperatures (a), (c), (e). Dotted lines are
raw experimental data from which the liquids (solid lines) are
extracted; the crystal peaks present are discussed in the
Supplemental Material [30]. The diffraction intensities are
scaled to better illustrate the phase evolution of liquid Ce. In
(b), (d), and (f) the structure factors from EAM simulations of
the two reference Ce liquids are shown.

and Cef1 liquids with the experimental results, as shown in
Fig. 1, one can observe that at low pressures (1.9 GPa), the
structure of the melt is close to that of the Cef0 liquid; at
13 GPa, the structures of the experimentally observed HDL
and LDL are close to those of the Cef1 and Cef0 liquid,
respectively. At 22 GPa, the experimental structure factors
of Ce liquids appear to be similar to that of the high-density
Cef1 liquid, and they gradually shift toward that of the lowdensity Cef0 liquid with an increase in the temperature.
The atomic structures of Cef0 and Cef1 liquids are
further differentiated in Fig. 2, by the ab initio radial
distribution functions of the liquid inherent structures [31].
Features uncommon to most liquid metals are present in
the Cef1 radial distribution function; it displays a split first
peak. Because of the core-softening phenomenon caused
by the delocalization and screening of f electrons, two
characteristic bonding lengths (2.9, 3.5 Å) are observed at
low pressures. The long bonds in Cef1 are pressure dependent and shrink as pressure increases in contrast to the short
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Boltzmann constant. The free energies g0 and g1 are
computed using the thermodynamic integration method
by employing the EAM potentials. It is important to note
that, when calculating the free energy of the Cef0 phase, g0 ,
one has to consider the additional contribution of electronic and magnetic entropies, Sem , due to the extra spin
degree of freedom afforded by the localized f electrons on
the Cef0 atoms [22,37]. Following Ref. [37], an empirical
form of
Sem ¼ lnð8ÞkB þ 0:0004kB T

FIG. 2 (color online). Charge density isosurfaces from ab initio
simulations (top) and radial distribution functions (bottom) for
Cef1 (a) and Cef0 (b) at a range of pressures. The simulations
were performed on the liquid inherent structures of Ce liquids
quenched from 1500 K. The short bonds present in Cef1 liquids
are shown as solid rods, corresponding to the shoulder centered at
2.9 Å at 0.6 GPa in the radial distribution function. The results
have been reproduced with large-scale molecular dynamics
simulations by employing the EAM potentials.

bonds which are resilient. Similar phenomena have been
reported for simulated liquids by exploiting two-scale
potential models [7,8,32]. For the low-density Cef0 liquid,
the liquid structure is typical of most simple liquid metals,
and it can be approximated as a hard-sphere ensemble.
Liquid Ce may assume a mixed valence state in the
experiment, depending on the degree of f-electron localization, which may bear a resemblance to the electronic
configuration of Ce across the  $  volume collapse
transition. It should be noted that the exact electronic origin
of the  $  structural transition has been under intense
research for many years [33–35], and two prevailing models attempt to understand the behavior of f-electron interactions, i.e., the Mott-transition model [33] and the Kondo
volume collapse model [34]. In this work, interpretation of
the phase behavior of liquid Ce under high pressure was
attempted based on the Mott-transition model.
In the spirit of the Mott-transition treatment [22] of Ce,
the mixed valence state of Ce can be modeled with
0
Cef1x
Cefx 1 pseudoalloys. By using this treatment, we can
analyze the thermodynamic conditions for the LLPT of Ce
by assessing the free energy of the pseudoalloy. By adopting Aptekar-Ponyatovsky’s regular solution model [36],
the Gibbs free energy of liquid Ce is expressed as
gðP; T; xÞ ¼ ð1  xÞg0 ðP; TÞ þ xg1 ðP; TÞ þ umix xð1  xÞ
þ kB T½x lnðxÞ þ ð1  xÞ lnð1  xÞ;
where g0 ðP; TÞ and g1 ðP; TÞ are the per-atom Gibbs free
energies of pure Cef0 and Cef1 liquids, respectively, x is
composition, umix is the heat of mixing, and kB is the

accounts for the magnetic and electronic entropy of Cef0 .
The heat of mixing, umix , is found to be weakly dependent
on pressure and temperature, and a constant value of
370 meV=atom is employed. The computed Gibbs free
energies of liquid Ce at the experimental P and T are
plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of composition. The phase
selection of LDL and HDL is easily discernible from the
locations of the free-energy minima, corroborating the
experimental observation of the stable LDL phase at
1.9 GPa and the HDL phase at 22 GPa. At 13 GPa, a
first-order LLPT is expected to occur at the temperature
where the two free-energy minima are equal, which is
indeed what is observed in Fig. 1. The phase equilibrium
temperatures of the two liquid phases at each pressure can
be derived as shown in Fig. 3(d). The two energy minima
on the free-energy curves correspond to the LDL and the
HDL phases with different concentrations of Cef0 and Cef1
states in the liquid phases. Below 6 GPa the equilibrium
LDL and HDL phases are predominantly pure Cef0 and
Cef1 states, respectively. The HDL and LDL branches of

FIG. 3 (color online). (a), (b), (c) Free-energy curves at the
pressures corresponding to experiments and temperatures at
1200, 1500, and 1800 K and 1800 K which are dashed, solid,
and dotted lines, respectively. (d) Free energy along the LLPT
curve increases from 4 (blue) to 22 GPa (red) by 1 GPa increments. White circles and the fitted green line highlight the
0
Cefx1 Þ of the LDL and HDL liquids, which
compositions ðCef1x
lead to a liquid-liquid critical point at 21.3 GPa and 2100 K.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Ce Phase diagram [23] overlaid on the
LDL-HDL phase boundary estimated from free-energy calculations. The LLPT is highlighted by a thick gray line and ends at a
liquid-liquid critical point near 21.3 GPa and 2100 K as derived
in Fig. 4. The transition curve is dashed in the supercooled
region. The temperature and pressure of experimentally observed liquids are shown as green triangles. Only diffraction
patterns that exhibit a strong liquid halo were used.

the free energy converge as the pressure increases, leading
to the occurrence of a critical point. Above the critical
pressure, the free-energy curves always exhibit one minimum, indicating that the first-order transition between
LDL and HDL no longer exists.
The central experimental and computational results can
be demonstrated from the P-T phase diagram of Ce, with
new information about the LLPT of Ce shown in Fig. 4. The
phase boundary of the LLPT has a positive slope dT=dP. In
the equilibrium liquid, it rises from the V-shaped dip of the
melting curve at 3.2 GPa and terminates at a critical point.
While the LLPT observed in Fig. 1 is entropy and thereby
temperature dependent, it may also be density driven by
modulating the pressure under an isothermal condition.
The latter is confirmed by our experiment at 1100 K
that LDL Ce at 1.9 GPa transforms to HDL Ce at 4.0 GPa
(see Supplemental Material [30]). The extrapolated phase
boundary in the supercooled region is close to the  $ 
isostructural phase transition boundary [21].
Pure liquid metals can hardly be supercooled far below
their melting point such that direct observation of Ce
polyamorphism in the supercooled state may be difficult.
Nonetheless, alloying Ce with other metals may enhance
the forming ability of glasses. Metallic glasses containing
Ce may serve as a surrogate for the investigation of liquid
polyamorphism [38]. Such polyamorphic transitions have
been observed in Ce-based metallic glasses [39,40], which
are consistent with the extrapolated LLPT in Fig. 4.
Moreover, the recent discovery of polymorphic transitions
in a series of lanthanide-based bulk metallic glasses [41]
suggests the LLPT is common to systems prone to large
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electronic configuration changes (e.g., 4f electron delocalization). Therefore, our report on the LLPT of Ce will not
only shed light on the liquid state of metals but also open
avenues to study the physics of the formation of new
materials.
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